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AN ANALYSIS OF THE FACTORS THAT DETERMINE THE PERIODIC TWIST OF AN
AUTOGIRO ROTOR BLADE, WITH A COMPARISON OF

PREDICTED AND MEASURED RESULTS

By JOHNB. Wm?IATLFIY

SUMMARY

An anulyeix h preeenied oj the factors ihai oktermine
thaperiodic twist of a rotor bf.adaunder the aciion of th-e
airforces on d. The r88uU8of the analyti 8how ih.aithe

l%urier co@i4%nts of the twnkt are limxzr expresti
‘invobing ordy tha tip-speed ratio, tha p-tch 8etting, iti
i7@ow co@i&?71t,the pitching-nmnwli col@Ci4mtof th%
blao%airfoil section, and the phyeicd characteridke of
tlw rotor bladeand machim. The v&-My of the analyti,
ww emzmiruzlby wing ii to predti the twist of a rotor
whose i!wi8tcharactenktti had pr6wi0u81ybeen m.eawred
in $ight. l’lw agreement beiwecm the culalaied and
experimental resulte w saii.sfactq. An tnaminuiiun
oj the amwmptionu8ed in the andymk-thai thatunktis a
li?14xzTjW1.GtiOnof the 7’(ZdiW84iSCf-08edthut the approx-
&nation introduced no appreciable error. lkom thti ex-
amination, a formula for the torsionul rigidiiy of $he
rotor bludewas derived.

IN!I!RODUCI’ION

The development of the wingless direct-control auto-
giro has been hampered by a number of secondary
Mimltics. Probably the most troublesome are the
avoidance of excessive or unstable center-of-pressure
travel in the rotor and the elimination of rotor and
control-stick vibrations. The production of a few
designs that are satisfactory in these respects has
demonstrated that the difficulties are the designer’s
problem and are not inherent in the direct-control type
of rotor; however, the large number of unsucoesdul
machines is evidenca that the brmicfactcm controlling
the behavior of the rotor are as yet not clearly under-
stood.

A general survey of the problem indicated that both
center-of-pressure travel and rotor vibrations are
markedly afleoted by the periodic twist of the rotor
blade aridng from the interaction of air forces, elastic
forces, and inertia forces during the flapping oscillation.
It was accordingly decided that the factors controlling
this twist must be understood before any real attack on
the initial problems -wouldbe huitful. This paper pre-
sents an analysis of periodic blade twist in whioh the

factors controlling the twist are studied. The analysis
is supported by a comparison of predicted and measured
twist on a direct-control type of autogiro.

ANALYSIS

The motion of an autcgiro rotor blade consists chiefly
of rotation about the rotor axis, oscillation about the
flapping hinge, and oscillation in twist about the blade-
span axis. Additional components of the motion are
oscillation as a pendulum in the plane of the rotor disk
about a seoond hinge and oscillation in bending in a
plane containing we blade span and the rotor b.
Experimenivd evidence has shown that these additional
components have only a second-order influence on the
air forces acting on the rotor blade, md they will
consequently be neglected in the subsequent discussion.
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FIQUBEI.—Form dhgmm of mtc=ghu rotor-blade ehment.

The coefficients of the air-twisting forces on an ele-
ment of the autogiro rotor blade are diagramed in
figure 1. In general, the air forces on an airfoil will not
pass through the aerodpamic center but will assume
such a position that the moment of the air forces ex-
pressed in coefficient form is constant about the aero-
dynamic center. The oomponent of the centrifugal
force normal to the blade and the inertia forces of the
blade pass through the center of gravity of the blade.
Then the moment of the air forces about the center of
gravity is the twisting moment on the blade. Let (?’
be the moment coefficient of the air forms about the
center of gravity; then from figure 1

( )( )
CM=— CL ~—~ 00S ar+~ Silla, +(?D ~ Sin ff,+~ COf3a, - (1)
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where the q-mbols are defined by &me 1; % is positive when the center of gravity is farther from the leading
edge than the aerodynamic center, and 1is positive when the centar of gravi~ is below the aerodynamic center.

l?rom the definition of moment about the aerodynamic center, if his positive from the aerod~amic center
toward the trading edge,

(2)

where Cmis the coefficient of the moment about the aerodynamic center. Then

cu=c.+~(c. Cos ar+ol) sin C%)–+(CLsin a,–UD C09 aj) (3)

It will be assumed that a, is sufficiently small that the cosine diilem negligibly from unity and the sine can be
equated to the angle; also, CLwill be assumed a linear function of the angle of attack. These assumptions do
not accurately represent the conditions in the rotor when the resultant vd,ocity is small and the angle of attack
high, but the error introduced by them has been found to be small (reference 1). Then

CM= C.+as$(a+CD) –:((%’–CD) (4)

where a is the liftanwe slope (in radian measure).
The lift-curve slope a at fite aspect ratio lies between 5.8 and 5.9 for most airfoil sections. Inasmuch as

O. will have actual values varying from 0.009 to O.O3below the stall,with a weighted average of about 0.016, it
is thought unnecessary to use the CDterm in the expression for 0~. In addition, Z/cwill normally be less than
O.O2and (aa?-C~) will be of the same order of magnitude; the J/cterm will consequently be dropped.

I?rom reference 1,ifd? be substituted for r, the nondirectional velocity components at the blade element
of an autqgiro roimr traveling at a speed V equal to @R/cos a are:

*,—g— —Z+p Kin+ (6)

where w is the component of the resultant velocity perpendicular to the blade-span axis and to the rotor axis, UP
is the component of the resultant velocity perpendicular to the blade-span axis and to W, and # is the azimuth
angle of the blade from its down-wind position. Also

(7)

+(ww+%%) ( )COS24+ —:~zao+pxbl-%% sin 2#+(—;#bl+;gtw
)

Cos 3+
I

(8)

I
The acute angle B between the blade and the plane perpendicular to the rotor axis is described by the expression

b=ao-% Cos+–h ~ $–G ms2+–h fi 2+–. . . (9)

The notation of referauce 1 will be used throughout this analysia; a list of symbols employed and of their
detitions is given at the end of this section.

The calculation of the air-twisting moment A& at the hub end of the blade will be made on the assumption
that the air forces lie in a plane perpendicular to the blade span and depend only upon the reauhant velocity in
that plane. The angle P between the resultant velocity and the plane perpendicular to the rotor axis will be
assumed equal to its sine and tangent, and h have a cosine of unity. On this basis, the angle of attack of a blade
element is

.- ff,=p+O=”~+O (10)

.
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where 0 is the pitch angle of the blade, measured aa the acute angle between the plane perpendicular to the rotor
axis and the zero-lift line of the blade airfoil section.

The pitch of the rotor blade will be the sum of the pitch setting and the instantaneous value of the angle of
twist to which the blade is deflected by the twisting moment. If the pitch setting is given as &+z% and it is
assumed that the twist is a linear function of the radius, the pitch angle 0 may be expressed in the form

O=eO+ti,+w+x~ 00s y+m, sin *+x~ C092$+032 sin 2++. . . (11)

The use of a I?ourier series in # for the angle of twist is justified, as it was for the flapping angle & by the
fact that the twist ang$emust be a repeated function of 4. Some question concerning the assumption that the
twist is linear along the radius naturally arises; the problem will subsequentlybe examined in more detail.

The air-twisting moment at the blade hub can now be expressed in integral form as

Ma=
J

,B$WR%&C&dk (12)

The integration is performed horn B to O (where1?is arbitrarily assigned the value l–c/2R) to allow for tip losses.
Substituting for 0~ born (4)

J
MQ= ~B&2R3C%@.+&)&

Expression (10) for G can now be used

(13)

(14)

In order to examine the variation of blade twist with radius, it is necxwary first to establish an expression
for the total air-twisting moment i2& outboard of any station z. This moment can be expressed simply as

J ( ck+el)~
MQ== B :N’R3dU.’ Cm+&

x
(16)
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Substituting as in (14) and integrating

(17)

+(+ [B– [-
1

d+ ~P%—&%+;P*% [~—a —$?Z [B –& J+;%[P–z’J) Cos3#

The torsional deflection of the rotor blade can now be determined. Let Q designate a twisting moment
that is distributed along the radius in the same mmer aS ~z and is of mch ma.gnitide that the blade tip is
deflected through 1 radian; then denoting the fit~taneow torsional deflection at the tip of the blade by u

. @-+ Qv=MQ (18)

where q is the equivalent moment of inertia of the blade about the elastic & and

The value of g may be arrived at by ‘xmsickmingthe problem to be that of the torisonaJ deflection of a bar
oonneoting two masses having moments of inertia of infinity and zero. The system then has but one degreo
of freedom and only principal modes of vibration will be assumed existent. Rayleigh’s approximation to tho
exact solution of the problem (reference 2, p. 59), which is sufficiently accurate for use here, is

- ~=g (20)

where i is the moment of inertia of the bar per unit length, and 1is the length of the bar.
I?or a particdw case, <=0.0050, 1=20, Q= I,700, and c$=21; then q=o.0333 and 02g=14.7. It is seen

that 4 Q’q and even 9 $2Sgare quite small in comparison with Q; consequently inertia effects on the torsional
vibration will be neglected. Then
Q{cO+6 COS #+q, Sill++62 COS 2$+?7, Sin 2++* COS 3$”+q, sin 3#} I

J
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The expressions for the thrust and the flapping-motion coeilicients have been established in reference 3 for

1(22)

I(23)

(24)

(25)

1

(26)

(27)

It will be expedient to substitute average valuea for B and 7 in a2 and b,; in actuality, B willbe but little
diflerent from 0.970 for solidifies near 0.05, and Y will be between 10 and 18 for present rotor blades. The
assumption that B is 0.970 and that y is 15.0 will accordingly introduce little error. The substitution will be <
made in such a way that the resultant expressionswill be linear, and the coefficients of A, 0, e, and q will have the
same form and exponents as the similar factors already present in the expre&ons for the twisting moment and
the flapping motion. Examination of these equations discloses that the consequent forms for % and bs are:

G=p2{0.0854-YXB+ 0.0746 W9&’+0.0588Y(L9, +q)B’}

+P{ –0.0184q+0.0012mB’} +0.0150wB5+0.2200mB 1
(28)

b,=–A2{0.306AZ3-3 +0.382@-’ +0.294(t9,+m)lP} 1

I(29)

Inspection of (26), (27), (28), and (29) shows that substitution for #B8 has been made in the denominator
of (26) and (27), and in the numerator of (26) whenever 7 has been raised higher than the iirst power. The
quuntity in braces of (27) has been divided by lP and tbe resultant #lP outside the braces has been evahated.

The solution of equation (21) for e and q now will follow, after substituting for the a and b coefficients, by
equating the coefficients of identical trigonometric terms in (21). Before this operation is p~ormed, fie work .
may be simplified to some extent by considering the order of accuracy required in the substitution.

It has already been shown (reference 1) that the expressions for the thrust and torque are evaluated to a
suiliciently high order of p (the fourth) if ~, G, and bl are expressed to the order @ and al and 61to the order
p8. Reference 3 shows that the same order of accuracy for the thrust and torque will be obtained if %is evalu-
ated to p’, ~ and ql to 1.J3,and e’ and qz to #. The cotitients q and q’ do not, to the order of P’, influence the
thrust and torque. Reference to equation (21) establishesthat E.and ~. are of the order p“, a fact that has already
been implied by the form of the expressions for a’ and b’.

It is seen now that a, and bl maybe expanded in a linear form which is developed only to the p’ order and
that cdl tans in% above the order p2maybe dropped. Then, substituting for G and b,,

.

so=@’+Yoo ( ) ( )$W$L2B’+7(61+4 &~+&Y’B3+&Yv3’ (30)
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( ‘)( ‘) ( ?Q=P ;+y +@o $+? +P(81+%)@+*q+0*J”’~ +vl ~$++

1

(31)
1.768

–0.853Pti-~Pti

(
)+ P700(;~+0.1330P2~) +P7(81+~)(&&+0"0836~'~) -q&-0"0i6%7 (32)bl=l.wh &’–o.0542p’

+o.1676P%,B’+0.O1OOPWB’–O.853P% I

The term ilim/I@2 in q has been neglected, since it amounts to 2 percent or less of %.
Substitute for G, al, b,, u2,and b, in (21); there results a set of linear equations in ~and q that can be solved

in succession by starting with the highest order. Thus, from the coefficient of cos 3+,

1

Q~=$&2~-{0.0085p37-+ O.0143p3TO@+0.0108pS7(Ol+w)Bs+0.0621$ fl+O.OOO9p2yvlP (33)

+0.0112w@-0.1683 P@}

From sin 3#

4 1G$,=~PW?%ZC 0.271~A+0.381~300+0.280P3(6~+~)B~#a+ O.0612&~lR+0.1683 P@+~P~Z (34)

From cos 2+, retaining only terms in p’ or lower,

Qti=$flw
4 I0.796p%+0.578p'9$ +0.554p2(Ol+ti)~ -~Fti+o.065P71~ +0.1033 fl+~s

. (35)

}
1 ~B

—-y a%

From sin 24,

Gn=$Q’R%@ -0.0291$y~-0.029 0P'Y035-0.0225P2Y (Ol+Q)F-O.O%Pe~~ -O. OOO8PyVfl 1(36)

–o.oloo7@+o.lo33 Y?@}

From cos $, retaining all terms up to P4,

[ +&F- ) 0(&=$3~2EmT ‘py 0.0161P’.P –I@ &lP-0.0049p1P )–/41 +%)(&j#’– o“oow~’)

(‘6 +P’ )–0.073@’ –0.0069P2V@-0.0005We@-0.0057W@
I

~From the constant term

(37)

(38)
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Comparison with (22) shows that the first part of (39) diffem only by insigdicant terms from the thrust
multiplied by m/urR, or, since u is bc/zR,

(40)

and
Let pCIZ@R3CJ2Qbe put equal to A; then after substituting from (35), (36), (37), and (38) for e, m eI, and ql
neglecting insignificant terms, the iinal expressions for the twist coefficients are obtained:

‘=%+A%GB+$’B)

I(C1=—P7A h
)0(

LBS–0.0161p~F +e
108 +B-OoOMg’’B)+c1+’)(&~-oo~’~2~)l

[
+P%A’ o.oo21W+0.00070@–0 .0002 (&+@+0.0071c~IFj

K 9( )
Cdp

m=~ ~ #+0.341~ +00 &+ O.233@ +0.175P2(81+%)B+Z ]

I
+/.?A2 0.007 W+0.006@+0.005(0, +@P-0.003c&%]

{

1 cmc I~=$A 0.7961 +0.5780J3+0.554 (01+@’— ~GB

[ }
‘+6—P*A20.032~+0.044@6+0.039 (Ol+q)lP-0.055z

?12=-JI%A{0.0291 m+0.02906’@+0.0225 (Ol+q)BO}

I 1
—pf7Az 0.0078 XZP+0.00570JP+0 .0052 (01+q)B10-0.005&&@

I 1e=P3YA 0.0085AB’+0.01431UY+0 .0108(OI+EJB5

I
+P3W42 0.0135W+o.ollle@+o.oo97 (e,+@’-o.oo470&@}

{
~3=p3)A 0“27’1

B
A+0.381L90+0.280 (L9,+q)B}

+@i~0.098~+0.0480@+0 .049 (0,+ q)B’–0.023”&)

(41)

I

(42)

I (43)

I

(44)

1
(45)

1

(46)

I

(47)

The expressions for the twist coefficients disclose that
Cc, ~tich ~dumonly q, ql, and h involve the factor A—
a@

to & pc’il’~~m and is independent of c=. The mat

of the coefficients-q, W, ~, and 73, and parts of %,
w ~d h—are propofion~ b A and consequently to
CT. Thus if c= is zero, only%, ql, and ~ diiler from zero,
and then only if (?. is not zero. Exclusive of the
moment arising horn 0., the factor A represents in
nondimensional form the ratio of the moment of the
air forces h the torsional @idi@ of the rotor blade.

The probable magnitude and range of valuea of A
can be estimated. The rigidity @ will be proportional

to the polar moment of inertia of the blade spar and
inversely proportional to the length of the blade. The
moment of inertia of the spar will be proportional to the
fourth power of the blade thiclmess. Then

(48)

where t is the blade thiclmess divided by the chord.
The numerator of A can be examined by the following

considerations. In the design of a rotor the pitch
setting chosen is almost invariably the one that results
in the highest efficiency. The rotor speed is then
adapted to varying m-um speeds by adjusting the
solidity. The rotor disk loading is fixed between fairly
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narrow boundaries by the requirement of good low-
speed perfonmmce. For a given pitch setting, 0,/u
(ratio of thrust coefficient to solidity) is constant and
CTPQ’R’ is equal to the disk loading. Thus, .@2W will
be almost constant. Now, from (48) and this discus-
sion,

urR
Or, from c=~

w
‘awe

(49)

(50)

It has been found that a value of A of 0.600 is
associated with a rotor that has a radius of 20 feet, a
chord of 1.00 foot, a blade tbiclmess ratio of 0.175, and
(?Tequal to 0.038 foot. It seems unlikely that Rjct will
increase by more than 25 percent above the value given
here of 114; assuming this increase, and an increase in
cT/c from 0.038 to an upper limit of 0.06, A would
become approximately 1.90. The lower limit is ob-
viously zero, since cT/c may become zero. It d be
found that normal designs will result in a value of A
of less than unity and that the given value of 0.600 is
larger than the average.

LIST OF SYMBOLS

R, blade radius.
b, number of blades.
c, blade chord.

cT, distance between aerodynamic center and
center of gravity of rotor-blade element.

r, radius of blade element.
x, r/R.
O., blade pitch angle at hub, radirms.
01,difference between hub and tip pitch angles,

radians.
%, coefficient of cos n.+ in expremion for 0,

radian9.
v., coefficient of sin @ in expnmion for 0,

radians.
0, instantsaeous pitch eagle, radians.
x, blade azimuth angle measured from down

wind in direction of rotation, radians.
Q, rotor angular velocity, @/dt, radians per

second.
K@ speed of &al flow through rotor.
@R, component of forward speed in plane of disk,

equal to V cos a, where Vis forward speed,
feet per second.

/3,blade flapping angle, radians.
%, coefficient of cos n+ in expression for p,

radians.
6., codlkient of sin n# in expr&on for B,

radians.
11,mass moment of inertia of rotor blade about

rotor hinge.

a, rotor angle of attack, radians.
cm, pitching-moment coefficient of rotor-blade

airfoil section.
I&, thrust moment about horizontrd hinge.
ltlw, weight moment of blade about horizontal

hinge.
@, velocity component at blade element per-

pendicular to blade span and parallel to
rotor disk.

uPQR,velocity component at blade element per-
pendicular to blade span and to tL#R.

T, rotor thrust.
CT= T/@dP

a, slope of curve of lift coef%cient against angle
of attack of blade airfoil section, in radian
measure.

_l up
p=tan —

‘wT

a,, blade-element angle of attack, radians.
Cfxzl?— ~mass constant .of rotor blade.‘= I,

B=l –~) factor allowing for tip 10s9=.

@j torsional rigidity of rotor blade, ft.-lb. per
radian.

FLIGHTTESTSAND CALCULATIONS

Data for investigating the validity of the mmlysis
were obtained in flight tests of a Kellett KD-1 direct-
control winglw autogiro. The physical characteristics
of the machine and its rotor are given in table I. Measu-
rements were made in s steady glide of the air speed,
the rotor speed, and the blade motion. The air speed
was obtained with a trailing pitot-static head and cm
N. A. C. A. air-speed recorder; the rotor speed was ob
served with a calibrated rotoscope; and the blade motion
wasphotcgraphedwith amotion-picture camemmounted
on and turning with the rotor hub. The photographs
obtained with the motion-picture camera established
the blade flapping motion and, in addition, the instan-
taneous twist at the rotor radius of the markers on the
bkde.

TABLE I.—PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF KD-1
AUTOWRO

Groin weight W------------------------- 2,100 pounds.
llotorradi~ R-------------------------- 20.Ofeet.
Blade weight, We------------------------- 61.6 pounds.
Blade-weight moment, iWW-------------- 482 pound-feet.
Blade moment of inertia, 11--------------- 176 slug-feeti.
Blade chord, c--------------------------- 1.00 foot.
Chordwise location of blade center of gravity

fmmmd~---------------------- 0.280 foot.
Chordwke location of aerodynmnfo centar

from leading ti~---------------------- 0.242 foot.
I’Jumber of blades, b---------------------- 3.
FM.orsolidity, a------------------------- 0.0478.
BMe&o~mctiom --------------------- GWingen 606.
Blade pitah setting (constant), Of---------- 0.0960 radian.
Airfoil section moment coefficient, C. (about

aerodynamic mntir)------------------- —0.066.
Blade torsional rigidity conskmt, G-------- 1,700 pound-feet.
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In order to investigate the validityof the analysis,
the tlight-twt data were used in two ways. The antdy-
siawas checked directly by predicting the blade twist at
0.75 R from the physical constants of the rotor and the
value of the inflow coefficient X. The factor x was
calculated ftom the experimemkd thrust coefficient by
the substitution of lmown vahma in the expression for
the thrust coeiiicient given in the analysis. A further
examination of the analysis was made by substituting
the experimental values of the inflow factor, the blade-
motion coefficients, and the twist coefficients at one tip-
speed ratio in the equation expressing the twisting
moment ns a function of the radius. The resultant
twist deflection for a blade of constsmt rigidity followed
directly and could be qualitatively compared with the
basic assumption of a linear variation of twist with
radius.

RESULTSAND DISCUSSION

Measured valuea of rotor speed and thrust coefficient
are shown in figure 2, and derived values of the inflow
factor A are given in table ~. The experhnentd blade-
motion coei%cientsare prc9ented in figure 3.

1 i
Rotor speed / 3

.005 200 I ~ ~
> — —
0
-

.004 160
w -

dg
Thrusf coefficientt \ .

; ~
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z$.. u
t) o
0 *
u

~.002j 80

L z
E

.00/ 40

00 20 40 60 80 95
Indicaied air speed, m.p~h.

FIOUBS2—Rotor ~ and throst ewlTldent of ED-1 mJtoglrorotor as mcesord fn
fugh$ p-omz31 dugfcu fL

TABLE 11.-DERIVED VALUES OF INFLOW FACTOR x

The twist coefficients shown in figure 4 represent a
compnxison of the espetiental points with the cal-
culated values for the radius at which the measurememk
were made. The agreement of theory with experiment
is satisfactory, and strikingly so for ql, the largest
coefficient. The calculated ~ is consistently smalh

ban the measured value, but a reasonable explanation
Ifthe disagreementwill be given later. Unfortunately,
he experimental rcmdtsfor q and ~ are badly dispersed;
he mean of the points is not appreciably different,
loweverj from the predicted values.

The variation of twisting moment and twist angle
with radius is illustrated in @urea 5 and 6. The

Frctum3.-Flapplngmotion cm3Ments of KIM autogim rotor M meawred fn
afgllt.

twisting moment at the hub for each component of the
twist has been considered unitg; the blade rigidity
Eromz=O to z=O.06 has been considered infinite as
m approximation to the high rigidity inboard of the
vertical pin; and the rigidity outboard of z= 0.05 was
chosen to make % unity at z=l.00. JZxamination of
the iigure9 discloses that q attains a larger value at
z=O.75 for the same twisting moment at the hub
than any of the remaining components of twist. This
result can be considered a partial explanation of the
underestimation of q in figure 4. The curves in figures
5 and 6 further indicate that the assumption of linear
twist is a reasonably accurate approximation to the
actual variation.

The curves in figures 5 and 6 suggest that it would
be erroneous to calculate the torsional rigidity from
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Tip -speed ratio, P

~OORE 4.—MwsuI’d and mlmdatfil twkt cwffidents of KIM antcglro rotor.

FxaoBEK-3adkJ dktrlbutionof twfMngmom%nt and twMaI@ ofKD-1 an-
mm m c+ cmnImmmt& p-o=

the twist produced by a constant moment along the
blade. Instead, it is recommended that a moment be
wurned which has a value Q at the blade root and
varies with the radius according to the expression
(E–d). The definition of @ suggested is that it be
the moment at thehub, distributed as indicated, which
will produca a twist of 0.80 radian at 0.76 B. Thus, if
1Pis the polar moment of inertia of the blade cross

I I I I
1.2

Assumed --—--—
Colculotud ——

!
h , 1 1 I .

I I I 1 A M I , ,

~
/ .
/ \ VI I

F’-4H

FIOUEE o.-Eodhl dleMbutIon of twiatbgmoment and twist angle of ED-1 autuglro
rotw do* mmpanent$ P-O-325.

section, 1?the radius (blade length), and E, the modulus
of elasticity in shear,

*_ 64 E,I,
585 R

where Q is in pound-feet.
E, is in pounds per square inch.
&is in inches’.
R is in inches.

The wdue of 0.80 rather than 0.75 radian for the deter-
mination of Q appeara to remilt in a curve that is

better approximated by a straightJne distribution to
1 radian at the tip, as etidenced in figures 6 and 6.

The merit of the analysis made in this paper depends
upon the accuracy and facility with which it may be
used to predict the twist of a rotor blade before the
rotor itself has passed the drawing-board hge of
design. The use of the analysis in this manner is not “
obvious since at fit it appears that the rotor speed is
required in order to calculate the twist; whereas the
calculation of the rotor speeds can be made only after
the twist, and consequently the thrust coefficient, is
known. In one sense this objection is valid but in
another the diiliculty mentioned is not _ountible.
&mune a rotor design in which the known faotors are
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theblade moment coefficient, the distance between the
aerodynamic center and the center of gravity, the radius,
the chord, the torsional rigidity, and the de&n mti-
mum speed. Because of the variation of rotor effi-
ciency with tip-speed ratio, it is mandatory that at
maximum speed the tip-speed ratio shall be between
0,40 and 0.45. When the tip-speed ratio for design
maximum speed is chosen, the tip speed is fied. The
twist coefficients cO,~1,and c2,which depend principally
upon C&,can now be found with satisfactory accuracy
by using the values of pitch setting and inflow coeffi-
cient h that would be aasigned to the rotor if the twist
were zero. I?or a given airfoil section there is a mesn
lift coefficient which results”in mtium efficienq and
which fixes the ratio C=/U;the values of A and the pitch
setting corresponding to this mean lift coefficient should
be used. The coefficients e~,?I, and ~ now are known
and fired, and their effect upon CT/ucan be evaluated.
The desired value of CJJUis now nttaiued by adjusting
the pitch setting to offset the effect of twist, and all
design requirements have been met. A iiual check of
the twist coefficients using the final values of x and the
pitch setting can be made but, since cm dominates the
only coefficients that influence cJu, it is found that only
in exceptional and peculiar designs will the twist
coefficients be affected.

CONCLUSIONS

1.The assumption that the twist of a rotor blade
varies linearly with the radius is a satisfactory approxi-
mation to actual conditions.

2. The snalysis of. blade twist predicted without
important error the twist of a rotor used as an example.

3. The torsional rigidity of the rotor blade should
be calculated on the basis that the twieting moment
varie9 with radius as (lI*-&).

LANGLEY MUbIORIALAERONAUTICALLA130RAToRY,
NATIONALADVIEORYCommrrE E FORhONMJTICS,

hNGLEY ~IJOLD,VA., AH 14, 1937.
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